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rw£ z View~ 
OF THE ~OUT/I CAROLINA LJBRARYAS50CIA TION 
Volume 4: Numbers: 2-3 ~-1arch-June 1982 
ILL CODE REVISION COMPLETED 
SCLA President Gerda Belknap reports that the Ad Hoc ILL Revisio~ Committee has com-
pleted its work on the ILL code for South Carolina. The revised code will be presented 
and voted upon by SCLA membership at the Association's business meeting on October 9, 
1982. The revision restates the existing code using language from the new National Code 
and the Model for States, which were released by ALA in 1980. 
Although the revised South Carolina Code makes few major changes in the code, it 
does take into consideration such recent developments as the new Copyright Act. The 
Ad Hoc Committee made no attempt to solve the question of protocols, though, which are 
outlined in the final page of the old code, "Recommended channels for interlibrary lend-
ing in South Carolina." The Committee expressed the consensus that forthcoming develop-
ments would quickly make any systems of protocols obsolete. The Committee did recommend, 
though, that a special committee be appointed next year with the specific responsibility 
of developing new protocols. 
SOUTH CAROLINA LIBRARIANS ELECTED 
Voting at the annual SOLINET membership meeting in May resulted in the election of 
two South Carolinians to SOLINET offices. Kenneth Toombs, Director of the University of 
South Carolina Libraries, was elected to a three-year term on SOLINET'S Board of Direc-
tors. South Carolina State Librarian Betty Callaham was elected to the SOLINET delega-
tion to the OCLC Users Council for a two-year term. Mr. Toombs and Ms. Callaham join 
two other South Carolinians who presently serve in Network positions. Shirley Tarlton, 
Winthrop College Library Director, currently serves on the OCLC Users Council, and 
Joe Boykin, Clemson University Library Director, serves on the OCLC Board of Trustees. 
Dr. William F. Summers, Dean of the College of Librarianship at USC, was elected 
to the Ame rican Library Association's Executive Board at ALA's Midwinter meeting. 
Dr. Summers is immediate past president of SCLA, and also serves on ALA's Committee 
on Program Evaluation and Support (COPES). 
STATE DOCUMENTS DEPOSITORY PROGRAM MOVES ON 
SC State Library Documents Librarian Mary Toll reports good attendance at June 17th's 
meeting on regional depositories for state documents. "We handed out applications and 
agreements to libraries that are interested in becoming · regional depositories, and 
discussed some of the ramifications of becoming a depository," said Ms. Toll. "We had 
representat ives from all but two of the ten planning districts of the state. The only 
problem areas are the Low Country and the Santee/Lynch regions: we haven't yet been 
able to identify potential depositories there." Legislation establishing the State 
Library as the central despository for state documents calls for a system of regional 
sub-depositories, one in each planning district. 
SOUTH CAROLINA LIBRARY ASSOCIATION-56TH ANNUAL CONVENTION 
October 7-9, 1982--CAROLINA INN, COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 
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Plans for the 56th Annual Convention of SCLA are taking shape. Banquet speaker 
E. N. (Nick) Zeigler promises a speech 111 ike we•ve never heard. 11 Luncheon speaker 
Wilma Dykeman, author and humanitarian, brings a wealth of knowledge and experience. 
Ms. Dykeman writes of the Appalachian South and explores such themes as women•s role, 
and the interconnectedness of blacks and whites. She has written novels, biographies, 
historiesand regional landscapes and is presently at work on a book set in South 
Carolina . She and her husband received the Hillman Award for their contributions to 
race relations. 
Sections and Roundtables are planning programs for the October meeting. Topics 
al ready planned include 11 Networking in South Carolina .. (Technical Services Section), 
110utput Measures for Public Libraries .. (Public Library Section), 11Threats to Freedom 11 
(GODORT, Archives and Special Collections Roundtable), 11 What It takes to be a Newbery-
Caldecott Winner 11 (Children, Young People, and School Section), 11 In-House Staff 
Development .. (College and University and Library Administration Section), 11 Professional 
Burnout and Stress 11 (Two Year Section) 11 Educating Users-Terminal Catalogs .. (Public 
Services). 
Dr. Eben Taylor will speak at the First General Session Thursday afternoon and Dr. 
James Gettys will speak Saturday morning at the Second General Session. Following Dr. 
Gettys• speech, Dr. Dan Barron, Chairman of the Intellectual Freedom Committee SCLA 
and members of the Committee will discuss 11 What you can do before and after the censor 
arrives. 11 
Convention Reception will be held Thursday evening at the McKissick Museum, Univers-
ity of South Carolina. 
RESIGNATION 
--caronna--~-~ervatlonslYfflce , .O:Llrawer 111311, Cola. ,s.c . 
29202 
Convention Name _ _ ____ _ ______ _ 
Name of Guest _ _ _____ _ _ _ ____ _ 
Address __________ Phone _ ____ _ 
City ________ State _ __ Zip ____ _ 
1 will arrive on , 19_ I will depart on , 19_ 
1 would like to reserve : _ single ( 1 person) - $113.00 
_ double (2 people) - $48.00 
I guarantee my reservation by: 
_additional person - $6.00 
Major Credit Card _ _ _ ____ or Deposit of $---:-::n--
(check enclosed) # ______ ex. date ___ _ 
All reservations must be received 30 days prior to scheduled 
arrival date . After this date reservations will be accepted on 
availability at our regular rates . Reservations office telephone 
-'..!!.Q1LJ.99-: 8200. Check- in : 3 :00p.m . : check- out : 12 : 00 noon. 
Carol Cook Duggan has resigned from her position as Chief, Adult Services at Richland 
County Public Library, and from her SCLA office as ALA Councilor. A special election 
will be held to fill her unexpired term as Councilor. 
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SCLA President Gerda Belknap, in announcing Ms. Duggan's resignation said, 11 Due to 
t ime limitations, it will not be possible to nominate and elect a new Councilor before 
t he ALA Conference. Under ALA's new policy, I have asked Betty Callaham, Immediate 
Past ALA Councilor, to serve as Interim Councilor until a new Councilor is elected. 11 
Ms . Callaham has accepted the appointment. 
The ALA Councilor is elected by the members of SCLA who belong to ALA. 
SH.U.[ IROCtfURES, Fl. Y£lS. NEWSLtntRS. ANffJAL 
R£PORTS, POSTUS. £TC . WITH CIOWOS Of 
IOU·I4UH,RI LIIRA~IAAS 
SEND tOUil Pk MATUI.&LS (lSO coptu each tt•) 
FOR OISPlAl & S\OAPP IHG TO: 
LlkDA STITH, A·¥ COOII:OliCATOI 
JOO COFH E U£t ROAD 
fAAHKfORT, U . 40601 
(IOJST I[ OEC[IV[D tt HOV . l.Utl) 
("'HOIALS 'IIODUC!D I OUliM 
~AK. 1,1981 l AUG.li,198Z) 
ltA1110£D ·~OWlS : 
• STSllKTUT 10•• 
Tht (011phte Sig" Sysh 
For lour L tbrary 
• nut FR£0£1t1ClA 11 •• 
WhH ,.. .... u • Joh" Cotto 
hare the best of your printed materials om wa .. .. 
....... ~_. ,_ ri"u"''--'"' ~ 
TAKE HOME 
A BAGFUL 
OF NEW IDEAS 
. c-~ ~m~ 




SCLA SECTIONS TO RECOMBINE 
Section chairpersons Cate Townsend (School 
Section) and Ginger Shuler (Children and Young 
People Section) announce that balloting indicates 
no objection to the rejoining of the two SCLA 
groups. The only problem remaining before the 
unification of the sections as a name acceptable 
to both. 
11 Balloting was light, 11 reports Ms. Shuler. 
11 We had to assume that 'silence is consent• . 11 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES DIRECTORY ON THE WAY 
Special Libraries Section Chairperson Erminia 
Knauer reports that the new directory of special 
libraries in South Carolina is near completion 
and should be ready for distribution by the next 
SCLA Executive Board meeting. Ms. Knauer report-
ed that the compilation of the directory produced 
an unexpected side benefit: in making inquireis 
about additional special libraries to be contacted 
the section enlisted a number of new members. 
HAVE YOU HUGGED YOUR SCLA MEMBERSHIP CARD TODAY? 
Think of what it does for you: 
--Proves your membership in South Carolina ' s leading professional organiza-
tion for librarians from all kinds of libraries. 
--Gets you two {2!) professional publications: SOUTH CAROLINA LIBRARIAN and 
NEWS AND VIEWS, the only places you'll find authoritative reports on what's 
happening in SCLA. 
--Gives you the opportunity for professional contacts with people who know 
your state, regional and local circumstances. 
If you haven't renewed your membership you haven't got a membership card to hug. 
(The old ones don't count. They're dead and can't hug back.) 
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Renew today! Join the 602 others (as of June 30) around the state who know what 
it means to be able to say, "I love my card!" 
CALL FOR ENTRIES ! 
BEST BROCHURE CONTEST 
UNO IM YOIJA lOT IIIOQ&JIU, FUElS, IOOIII'oUU, IOOKI.ISU, ETC , 
• A \!liMe,. '" .. , .. U llfO,.)' I Pw•ltc, Spcch l, Acad.te fc. &Jtd SeMel Li brar ies . 
· • Lt• lt l hus per ltbr1r7 prodvc.e4 Mtw.lll JIJW~ry 1, ltll and 4utw1t ll, 1HZ. 
• MAIL ClfUUS TO : Toy "-ntet. P\ltllfc. Jnfo,.. tiOI'I Off i cer 
Dlk•lb Llbn'")' Sylte• 
1560 Kenstngtofl 1\o.aci 
Dlc1tur, Georth lOOlZ 
• Duciltn~ for reut._ht N tul eh Oc tober 1. IMZ; 
. ,,, 
. ' .. ' .· 
. , .... 
:. ' . ~ . ' '· 
I 
. _. ........... ........ ~ --.....  ~ ·~· ..  ·. _..  _·.,. 
EST l ftOCHII«( CONTEST ·····-·············· -·········-········--········--··--·····--. . .... 
'Ill tNt lftd UUd• to entrttl , , • .·: .. ·\ : . •. ' ;' 
I ' , 0 4 ltbrtr7 Director · 
"'bllclt> surt ________ ....:._..:.._ _ 
Udrcu. ________ _;_ ___ __:_ 
. . ' 
SOUTHEASToRN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION PUBLIC AELATIO'IS COVV'TTEo 
SCLA INFO PACKET AVAILABLE 
Chairman Patricia Bradley reports that JMRT's 
Publicity Director, Donna Tolar, has prepared an 
information packet about each of the sections and 
round tables of SCLA. The packet, which consists 
of one-page summaries of each of the sections and 
round tables, supports JMRT's primary purpose of 
introducing library science students and profes-
sionals to SCLA . For more information about the 
packet, contact Patricia Bradley at Midlands TEC, 
Airport Campus Library, Columbia, SC 29202. 
MICROS IN SOUTH CAROLINA LIBRARIES 
The University of South Carolina College of 
Librarianship and Newberry College's Wessels 
Library join Cherokee County Public Library in 
the growing list of library-related installations 
of microcomputers. And, according to late news , 
Richland County Public Library will soon join 
that list. CCPL Director David Eden reports 
good progress in converting the library's activ-
ities to a microcomputer-based operation, beginning 
with the library's business functions and now 
circulation. Although the circulation activities 
are based on a very truncated record and certain 
data must be manually keyed into the system, 
Director Eden reports, "It meets our needs, and 
it's definitely a lot better than what we had." 
Commenting on public expectations of the system, 
Eden said, "People are a little surprised that it's not as quick as they expected. I 
guess when they hear 'computer' they expect everything to be done 'zip-quick'. No, the 
check-out is not quite that quick, but all the back-up activities are a lot quicker and 
much more accurate than they have been in the past." CCPL's installation of the computer 
system was funded by donations from local industries, and virtually no budgeted funds 
were used for the project. The system is built around an Industrial Micro System 8000 
central processing unit with three floppy disk drives to give the operation 128K of 
storage capacity. CCPL now has two terminals on the system, one of which remains at 
the circulation desk and the other moves between circulation, "the back offices", and 
"wherever else it's needed." Programming for the system was done by a local professional 
programmer in COBOL language. 
USC's College of Librarianship recently took possession of two identical systems, 
each consisting of an Apple II backed up by two floppy disk drives and a Corvus 20-megabyte 
hard disk. College faculty members Dan Barron and Chris Billinsky are working with the 
systems "to find out just what can be done with a micro, 11 according to Prof. Barron. 
"We don't really have a specific application in mind," he said, "other than to experiment 
and to familiarize our students with what will probably become a common tool of librarian-
ship." A commercially-produced program package know as "dBase II" is being used to 
organize and control the databases in the system. 
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Newberry College's Wessels Library is using a system identiGal to those purchase by the 
College of Librarianship with the addition of a Qume Daisy-Wheel Printer. Rather than 
experimentation, though, Wessels Library has as its goal the application of the micro-
computer to specific activities. Student Services Librarian Arie Koelewyn, who is working 
on a master's degree in Computer Science at USC, reports that the first major project 
wil l be the conversion of acquisitions to the computer. "We have a lot of manual files 
that require considerable time to maintain," he reports. "And, too, we have to spend a 
lot of time just keeping track of the budget. We hope that we can build a system that 
wi ll remove a lot of the manual work from those activities and allow us to report much 
more quickly and frequently." Later projects, he said, will include serials control and 
possibly circulation. "But we want to solve one problem at a time," he added. "We'll 
move on to the next project when we get the first under control." 
Richland County Public Library will be the recipient of a grant through LSCA to help 
speed up the retrospective conversion of their catalog to machine-readable records. Part 
of the grant is to be used to purchase and install a microcomputer system in the Technical 
Services Department. Linda Allman, Head of Technical Services for RCPL, said, "We already 
have two SOLINET terminals, and the micro system will take the place of a badly-needed 
th ird terminal. We just didn't feel that we could wait for a third terminal, when new-
comers into the network are waiting six months to a year for their first." The use of n 
mi cro system as an OCLC terminal is a little unusual but not totally unknown. "In fact," 
sa id Ms. Allman, "what's making it possible for us is that a community college library 
in Massachusetts has been doing that for some time now. They've developed a program 
that will allow their micro to talk to OCLC's machinery, and we'll be installing that 
program in our micro as part of the project." 
Although not widely seen in libraries at present, microcomputers are showing up more 
and more as hardware and software develop. A publication from the Graduate Library 
School at the University of Arizona, Small Computers in Libraries, tracks the development 
of micros in libraries and serves as somewhat of a clearinghouse for new information on 
li brary applications for micros. SCIL is written in nontechnical terms, and any librarian 
wi th an interest in library applications of microcomputers should find it useful. 
CALENDAR 
July 30: SCLA Executive Board Meeting. Richland County Public Library, 11:00 a.m. 
September 10, 1982: Workshop on Inferential Statistics. Designed to enable par-
ticipants to analyze data in making a variety of decisions or in carryiny out 
small research projects. The Program is intended for persons with no advanced 
mathematical skills. Battery-operated calculator should be brought to the work-
shop. Topics to be covered include an overview of the role played by sampling 
and by descriptive statistics, detailed coverage pf basic tests used in infer-
ential statistics, and an opportunity for participatnts to gain experience in 
calculating statistics. Instructors: Drs. Doll and Williams, College of 
Librarianship, USC. Location: College of Librarianship, USC. Time: 9:30 a.m. 
to 3:30p.m. Cost: $27.00 
September 23, 1982: South Carolina State Library Board Meeting. State Library, 
12N. 
October 7-9, 1982: SCLA Annual Convention. Columbia, Carolina Inn. 
October 14-16, 1982: Medical Library Association, Southern Chapter Annual Meeting. 
Charleston, Mills House Hotel. For more int"ormation, contact A. Kabler, 
Medical University of South Carolina Library, 792-2371. 
Future SCLA conferences: October 13-15, 1982. Hyatt Regency, Greenville 
November 1-3, 1984. Carolina Inn, Columbia 
ETC. 
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ELIZABETH W. STONE, ALA President writes to SCLA of the need for contributions to 
the Fifty East Huron Fund. 11 Inflation took the final costs for completing the building 
project above the initial estimates. We--the members of ALA who will benefit from the 
new building--must raise $250,000.00 by September 1, 1982, to avoid the penalty of a 
long-term loan at a high interest rate ... Contributions should be sent to ALA, ATTN: 
Fifty East Huron Fund, 50 East Huron Street, Chicago, IL 60611. 
Past SCLA President MARTY PAUTZ is retiring as Dean of Learning Resources at Green-
ville Technical College as of June 30, 1982. Marty completes a full and active second 
career as a librarian, having served 25 years in the U. S. Air Force before entering 
the library profession. A graduate of UNC-Chapel Hill School of Library Science, 
Marty has been with Greenville TEC for some 14 years. We asked Marty what his plans 
are: 11They•re kind of indeterminate right now. Mainly, relaxation ... Marty says he 
will probably remain in the Greenville area, 11 At least for the immediate future ... 
He said he also plans to remain fairly active in SCLA. 
HELEN ANN RAWLINSON has been appointed Chief, Adult Services at Richland County Publ ic 
Library, to replace Carol Cook Duggan. Ms. Rawlinson was formerly Senior Adult Services 
Library and Children•s Room Librarian at RCPL. She received her MLS from Emory Universi ty 
and her undergraduate degree from the University of South Carolina. 
LEROY GATTIN has left his position as Deputy Director of Richland County Public 
Library to accept an appointment as Director of a regional library system in Hutchison, 
Kansas. 
CARMEN CUMMINGS, Chair of SCLA•s Two-Year College Section and Librarian at USC-
Union is recovering at home from surgery. 
HELEN IVY, is a new member of the Reference Department at the College of Charleston• s 
Robert Scott Small Library. 
SCOTT KANTOR leaves the Directorship of the Aiken County Library on June 30. 
ALAN M. GREENBERG, Monographs Cataloger at Winthrop College•s Dacus Library, has 
been promoted to Head of the Catalog Department at that library. CAROLE R. MCIVER 
will move to the position of Head of the Technical Services Department. 
On July 1, JANE MCGREGOR is the new Children•s Coordinator at the Florence County 
Library. 
From Rock Hill comes word that ANN SCOTT TERRY, York County Library•s Community 
Services Library, has been elected to the Rock Hill Arts Council •s Board of Directors. 
Also, DIANE WILLIAMS, Extension Services Librarian at York County Library, was selected 
Young Careerist for 1982 by the Rock Hill Chapter of the Business and Professional 
Women•s Club. 
Free copies of 11Automated circulation: a selected annotated bibliography, .. which 
was distributed at the TOLS (Technical On-Line Services) Users Interest Group workshop 
on June 3, 1982, are still available to interested parties. Request 11 Automated circulation 
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bibliography," enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope, and mail your letter to 
Mrs. Vonda Coleman, Dacus Library, Winthrop College, Rock Hill, SC 29733. 
Anyone retiring this year who has been a member of SCLA for 10 or more years, please 
notify Lou Whitmore immediately. 
******************************************************************************** * * * * * * t REI'IRED RECENTLY? OR REI'IRING SOON? t 
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HAVE YOU RENEWED YOUR SCLA MEMBERSHIP FOR 19R2? 
If your name does not appear on the Membership List enclosed it is an 
indication that we have no record of receiving your dues for the current 
year . 
Please use the form below to renew your membership in SCLA -- we need 
you r ~uppo l"t. 
If you have renewed l"ecently-- since publication date -- we thank you. 
-----------------------------------------RENEW NOW-------------------------------------------
SOUTH CAROLINA LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
CALENDAR YEAR 19B2 
RENEWAL MEMBERSHIP 0 
NEW MEMBERSHIP 0 
Nama 7L-as~t--------------------~F~i,.-t--------------------~M~i~~.----
Mailing Address--::-----,:--::----------------=-~::-----------------,----Street or Boll No. City a. Stote Zip 
County ______________ Home Phone ___________ Business Phone _________ __ 
library Position'-----------------------------
DUES: 0 •15.00 - Utwon.no, oalory lou then t12,000 grou 
0 UO.OO - Lib<oriono, oalery ovor t12.000 
0 tl 5.00 - Truatooo ond Fn.nda 
0 t10.00 - Stud..,ta end Rotirod 
0 t30.00 - lnat itutlonol Momberohip 
SECTIONS & ROUND TABlES 
Individual membera. aetect two; more than two. e2.00 ••tra each. 
TYPE OF LIBRARY 




0 Two-year College 
Are you a member of 
ALA 0 Yes 0 No 
SELA 0 Yes 0 No 
TYPE OF ACTIVITY 
0 Children/Young Poople 
0 L•brary Adm1n. 
0 Pubhc Servtces 




0 Arch1ves & Spec. Coli 
Please make check Payable to SCLA and return cerd. with check to: 
Mra. Lou Whitmore 
SCLA Execuuve Secretary 
P. 0 . Box 25 
Edisto Island, S.C. 29438 
NOI.L 'rf/JOSStf A ~YlJBIJ "'N/10HYJ H1fl05 IH~ ~0 
!jf1Vu :J! A f 5/1 J 
South Carolina Librarg Auociation 
P.O.IoxlS 
fdlsto Island, 5C 29431 
~11izftl IllS 
SOUTH C'RDLINA STATE LIBRARY 
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SOUTH CAROLINA LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
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ALTAMCNT RO., PARIS MT. 
2C ARGONNE 
33-C CHARLOTTE ST 
15 B 4 BAILEY COURT 
220 ANN SlREET 
Rl 1, BOX 299-B 
2C1 HARRIS STREET 
1B4C CARRIAGE LANE N196 
1314 LANDS E~D, NE 
641 .. ARLEY CIRCLE 
REGIC~AL LIBRARY 
RCL TE lt BOX 41 
1CO OARGAh LANE 
272e DEVINE ST. 
BCX 1422 
1t15 ~RE~G AVE APT 32 
83C ARMOUR STREET 
774 ~EST MAIN STREET 
P.C. BGX 2092 
313 S. ~HITE ST. 
35H loiiLMOT AVE. 
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530 JUA~ITA DRIVE 
3207 MONROE ST 
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CLE~SON UNIV. LIBRARY 
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114 PCOLE LANE 
1701 OMAREST 
1 VIRGINIA DRIVE 
PC CRAkER 768 
ROvTE 2, BOX 182 
sex 285 
114 QUEEN STREET 
7661 PI~EHURST ST. 
623 STAFFORD AVENLE 
225 CAMELOT ROAD 
RT S, 208 kllSCN BRIDGE 
127 HUwELL CIRCLE 
716 SURFSIDE DRIVE 
RCUTE 4r BOX 610 
117 GREENBRIAR DRIVE 
13Ce KATHkOOD DR. 
38 ~COlTISH ARMS 
Gf<EENVlllE, SC 













LAKE CITY, SC 





C Cl UM B lA , S C 






RCCI< Hill SC 
EASLEY, S.C. 
CCLUMIHA, SC 
RCCI< HILL, S. C. 
A 1\DER SCh, SC 
CCLUMBIA, SC 
HARTSV ILLEr SC 
CCLUMBIA, S.C. 













CI-ARLESHN, S C 





SURFSIDE BEACH, SC 
YCRK, SC 
GAFFNEY, SC 






























































eusr, J CAr-. F. 
EUTLER, GRACE B. 
BUviNG ER 1 JAN 
B YI:~S. RJTH J. 
CACY, J t AN L 
CALCwELL, JANE 
CALCwELL, RO SSIE 
CALLAHAM,~ETTY E. 
CA~P, MA RY ANr-. 
CA~T R ELL, J OAN A. 
CAI<TER, ALL Er-. R. I JR. 
CARTE R, CUN WAY 
CASE:, FRAr-.C ES 1< . 
CALSEY, EN I D R. 
ChAIT I h ILLl AM 
ChANCLt R1 ~ ETTY ~. 
ChARLE S TL~ C O U~TY Ll~RARY 
CLIH<K I TH ELMA 
CLARK, hYNDHAM 
CLARKS U ~, SAKA~ ELLL 
lLAYPOLL, MARGARET ~. 
CL YEUR . I VERA ~-
CO£, L INuA tl . 
CU~EN, (. AVID J. 
COI<Ek, KAThY RLE 
CCLEURr-., FRA CES L. 
CCLLAR, MA R ~ARET F. 
CCLLl NS, ANNE P. 
COLUMBIA C G LLE~E 
CCCPE R1 ~lLLIA~ C. 
COPELANC 1 BARBARA N. 
COX, MA RY SUE 
CRAETR EE, uk. JOrN H., JR. 
CRAYT ON , BETTY G 
CREVIST ON , SUSAN 
CRCSS, J O SEP~ RLSSE LL, JR. 
CRCSS, MARY R 
CRC\1\LY, LUCY G. 
CRYOVAC T E CH~ICAL LIBRARY 
CUL8REAT~, VIK~I~ lA 
CUMFER, NUL 
CUMMINGS, CARMEN 
CUThBERT, EVELYN R. 
CACUS, ANN 
CAVIDSUN, MRS. NANC Y MEADER 
DAVIS, JUDITH E 
OAY,I\ANCY JANE 
CEAL, RGBIN LY~NE 
DEANE , PAUL CUANt, JR. 
CE LCNG, ECwARC J. 
CE~T, KAREN F. 
CERRICI<, NAOM I 
CIAZ, FRANCISCC ~. 
CICKENS, ORA BEC~TLER 
COLL, CARUL ANt\ 
CG~ATO , ANNE KCSTER 
DOVE, H. PAUL , JR. 
CCiol , ROSIN ELLEN 
CO~IS, MRS . wM. S., JR. 
CCioiLING, BET TY MA YS 
- 2-
1C 2 lol. 50t..TH ST . 
P. C. bO X 36d 
2.7 ldL DER STR EET 
404 KIM, STREET 
2322G RCSEwUCD OR . 
65 14 BRYAI\T ST., 1\0 .1 
APT. 3, 510 28 AvE., ~. 
BCX 686 
1E 3C ST . MICHAELS RD . 
12 5 hEXH AM CIRCLE 
RT. 1, BOX 460 
1CLE DOMI I\IC N DR iv E 
BG X 1C78 
7C1 JA I'<SE~ AVE. 
574C PILGRIM AVENL E 
3€ LEER RUN LAH 
4Cci SHANNCN DR ivE 
4C4 KING ST, MAklCN SC 
71C NURTHS ID E AVt. 
127 BLRI\E TT DRIVE 
433S CHICIJRA ST. 
3C12 CL IFF SI DE OR IV E 
44£7 BLGS~CM ST., #C-4 
8~5 OLD FLOREN CE RUAC 
22-A ~ L ESE STR EE T 
143C SENATE ST BOX 11669 
RCL lE 3 , BOX 16 
317 RlC u GRI VE 
132 YUI<I( STREET 
J CRAKE EDE~S LIBRARY 
P. C. BOX 42 
4C6 COOL SPRINGS CR. 
3lc ~. STCNE Av E. 
FLR~AN UN IV ERS ITY 
4 EC1 DEVE REALX ROAU 
lLO wiLEY ST 
6(8 SALLD A AVE~UE 
6C8 SALUD A AVE. 
17Cl SKYLYN DR IVE 
PG ecx 464 
BOX 148 
746-A MARYLAI\u ST~EET 
LAKEVIE~ GARDENS APT I-6 
5C2 r-.. MAIN ST. 
305 EAST A AV E. 
1267 CHhiSTCPHER ClR. 
HARTSviLLE MEM . LIBRARY 
321C DUNC AN ST. 
3S3C BRGAD RIVER RO AC 
174 3 SUNSET CR lvE 
22c RANCALL STREET 
ROLlE 3, HA~KINS ~D AD 
!7 25 PEARL GTT ST 
131-G FREEDCM ORIIIE 
~C 4 CHIPP EhA DR IIIE 
1a BERRYHILL DRIVE 
MLSC 171 ASHLEY AVENUE 
RCL TE 2 , BOX 324-AA 
1cl l HO LLY~GOD DRIVE 
322 lo.. P 1 H ST . 
RT c, BLX 116 
U I\IC~, SC 
GI< EEt\VlLLEr SC 
SL f'ITER, S.C. 
\:t-ARU.SH t-., SC 
RCCI< HIL L, SC 
MYRTL E EE~Ch , S.C. 
nRTL t BEACh, SC 
C PA~ GE BLF<G, SC 







HILT CN hE~C ISLANC, SC 
GREEI\V ILLE, SC 
CrAHESTCt\, SC 
MAKICN, S.C. 
S FARTAI\BLP~, S.C. 
CCLUM~ IA, SC 
CCLUI'I.BIA, SC 
CCLUf'IB IA SC 
O A RLI~GTC" , SC 
CrARLESTC ~, SC 
CCLUMB lA SC 
CE~TRAL , SC 
FLCRENCE , SC 
ChES TER, SC 




Gt< EE~VlLLEr SC 
CCLUMB lA, SC 
GR EEI'.wCGC, SC 
CC LUMBIA, SC 
CCLUMBI A, SC 
SP ARTAI\EUI<G, SC 
Dui\CAN SC 
PLU/11 BRA"Ch SC 
CC LUM B lA, SC 
Ut\ICN SC 
SLf'ITER I sc 
EASLEY, SC 
~CCK HILL, SC 
hARTSVILLE SC 
(.(LUMB IA I sc 
CCLUMB lA, SC 
OI'AI\GEBURG, SC 
G I< EEl\ V lL L E , SC 
UI\ICI'<, SC 
CrARLE STC~ , SC 
CLEMSG"' SC 
CCLUMBIA SC 
CCLUMB IA, SC 
ChARLESTC", SC 
MARICN, SC 




29(: 0 ~ 
2915 0 




2CJ 11 5 
292! 0 






29 52 8 
2961 5 
2940 3 
29 57 1 
2930 2 
29L06 





29 (:3 0 






























29 57 1 
29 ~0 5 
29 50 1 
29 52 6 
DC ~lll', , o'1A UDE C. 
CCY LE , PAT KI CIA 
CP IGGEkS , TlM C l~ V , J K. 
(K VCE , DON ALD ~ . 
CR 't'CE N, Sht.RRE 1-
CUBC SE , BReNDA N. 
CU lGA N, Mk S. CARCL CCCK 
ClJI< AI'-;T, EL ILAbEH· 
EI-R I-AROT, MAKGARET ~. 
EI SE NSTAUT, ROSA M. 
El LERBe , FkANK R. , JK. 
EL LIS, JA!'-;U L. 
EL LISON, FRANCES C. 
El lr>ELL, RUBE RT 
EP TING, Tbt RESA 
ERS KINE COLLECE LIBR ARY 
EV AI\S , ANN Y. 
EV ATT, JA't' CAL~If\ 
E:V ATT, MARThA S. 
FA l f< EY, RI SHEk R 
FA~ ~ER, ELEANOR B. 
FE LLERS CATHERINE M. 
FE LLERS, HELEN BC~EN 
H f\CLY 1 FU RMAN 
FER EER , PA~E LA CIBBS 
FI ELCS, BARBARA M. 
Flf\LEY, MARY P . 
FlSI-E:Rr TAMMY E. 
FO GLEMAN 1 MARQUERITE F. 
FOR AI\, ELIZ BETh B 
FO liC, CARMEN h . 
FC RC 1 LAURA 
FO SlER, ALICE 1\ 
FR~NCIS MARICN CCLLEGE 
f REEMAN, GkETCI-EN L. 
FR EEMAN, LARRY S 
FR EEMA I , MlCI-AEL 
GAif\ES, CAROL 
GAINES, MRS . JERRY 
GARCNER , ALMA 
GARCNER , JANE E. 
GARNER , OEBRA EARBER 
GARRISUI\ , BARB ARA ~. 
GARVIN LOUISE e. 
GATTIN , LEROY 1". 
GECKLE , JUSTINE C 
GE I\TRY , LAURALVNf\ C 
GIEBS, MARILYN YV CNNE 
GILBERT, SUSAN B. 
GILCHRIST , ALEXAI\OER ~. 
GllSGN , T~OMAS 
GISSENOANNER,CASS AN CR A S. 
GIVENS , MARGARET 
GLACOEN 1 NA NCY II. 
GLYI"PH, DIANNE TYLER 
GO OCMAN ,L OIS J. 
GORCON , CLAKA e 
GO RCON, ELOISE BC~ LAN 
-J-
3C12 MA~CH ES TER RC . 
4.d: F~ ul T STREI::T 
P.C. BO X 100 1 
5C7 SPRUCE STREET 
5C7 SPRLCE STREET 
BCX 1CJ4 ROl.TE 2. 
21Cl "' GLOMERE ORI~E 
14C~ COL UMBIA COLLEGE OR. 
22.7 LA~AND DR. 
13C CLEVELAND ST REET 
BCX ~78 
BEAl.FORT ARMS APlS 40 
732 MYRTLE OR. 
RT . 2, J03 EGRET CIRCLE 
~ l EENNETT STREET 
1 DEP OT SlREET 
C,l~ 1\A'vERLY 
RCI..TE 1t BCX ~.34 
fj(X 64 
~e PARK CCURT APTS 
1117 ~REENAC R E S 
SCC ~ ~ OFFLRD AVE. 
LRC-BGX 12.88 
HCLTE 3, 1\HITMIKE Hl GhhAY 
125 BRLSH BOLLE'vARD 
2C5 DuKE STREET 
3CS BRULKSIDE DKI'vE 
305 N. MOLNTAI~ STREET 
7Co wC GOLAhN AVE. w. 
l33l: SINKLER RD. 
4C l l: SHELL POINT RD . 
P.O. IWX 367 
531 COTTON DR 
SERIALS DEPAR TMENT 
28CE ~\HEAT STREET , APT C 
P.C. BOX 4796 
2ECE ~HEAl STREET 
4C6 ~ORTH BROAC STR EET 
MEACCI\BR OOK 
281C ~ 1\UGCBINE Av E 
116 SDUlH GREGG STR EE T 
£C6 CAMBRIDGE ORI~E 
ROUTE 2 BCX 355 
15C7 12TH ST. 
1206 E. 26th STREET 
3C3 SGl.TH~OGO DR 
5 CG ZIMALCREST UR #707 
13 Cl.N ~LVIN CRIVE 
4CO-A hACCAMAw A'vE 
847 AUGER ROAD 
RCLlE 2 t;CX 89 
llC OTTER TRAI L 
222 J CHI\STCN ST 
138C-t; R IV ~RVIEW ROAD 
PC eox 10128 
lCC MARTIN ST . 
LCT 137 , GGLDEN ARRGk 
2731 wHEAl ST. 
LCLUI'BIA, S. C. 
GECRGETCII f\, SC 
l(Xli\<..TCI\, SC 
AlLEf\DALE , SC 
ALLEI\OALE SC 
P£1\C:LE TO, SC 
CCLUMB U, S.C . 
CCLlJI"o iA, SC 
CCLU~ 8I A, SC 
Gf<EEI\VIl LEr St. 
LATTA SC 
PCRT RCYAlr S.C. 
RCCI< HH.Lr SC 
GEGRGE TCIII\ SC 
CI-ARLESTC I\, SC 
Dl.E wEST, SC 






BEAuFORT , SC 
Uf\lCN , SC 
GCOSE CIHE K, SC 
EASLEY , SC 
UtdCI\, SC 
UtdOi, SC 
"'· AUGuSTA, SC 
CCLUMtHA , SC 
BEAlJFOIH , SC 
wiLllM'S TGt\, SC 
S FAIH All ELRG, SC 
FLCRE~CE, SC 
CCLUI-'B IA, SC 
GREENVILLE , S C 
CUU~ BIA , SC 
CLII\TCII , SC 
U.MAN, SC 
FLGREI\CE, S C 
CCLU~BIA, SC 
Ul\ 1(1\, SC 
AI\DERSC I\, SC 
CAYC E, SC 
HUTCHINSON, KANSAS 
CCLUMB lA, S C 
CCLLM81 A SC 
JCHI\S lSLAt\C, SC 
CLLU~BIA SC 
CCLU MBI.A, S.C. 
SEI><EC A SC 
1'4. CCLUMEIA, SC 
R CC K 11 1 L l, S C 
RCCI< Hill SC 
GREE~ VllLE SC 
C LHSCf\, SC 
SLMTER , S C 
CUuMBI A, SC 
29£04 

























































GGRCGN, MAI<Y B. 
GRH.T, CAI-I LJ L J. 
GREE1'4r THE ODORE 
GREEI'4EEPG, ALA~ ~. 
Gktt~~ILLE CCU~TY LIHR4RY 
GREENVILLE TEC~~ICAL CuLLEGt 
GREGG, MRS. J.C. 
~RESS[TTE, MARY S 
GRIESE, t.ANCY C. 
GRIFFH•r MARY F. 
GRIFFIN, MkS. FAYE F. 
GRI~ES, ALBERTft T 
GRIMLEY, SUSA 
GRlEER, SARAH CAROLYN 
*-+GwiNN, CLAUDIA M. 
HAfol, JESS It G. 
~AfoiiLTG~, JOHN ~. 
~A~E, MARGARET S. 
~A~NUM, MELISSA A~N 
HARE, ANN T. 
HARE, I"Elii\DA 
HAI<PER, CELL S. 
~ARPER, V. CARCLYNA 
~ARRJS, MAUREEI\ 
~ARI-\IS, MRS. SARAH 
~ARRISUN, JAMES G., JR. 
~ART, MRS. CARRCLL B. 
HASh JGHN w. 
hASKELL, A~NA ~. 
hA~ENER, h. MICHAEL 
hAYES, JUNE T 
HAYES, wiLLIAM C. 
HAYNES, MARGARET 
~El~ICK, BARBARA 
HITING, JCHN 1<. 
~ELGERSCN, MISS ANN CARLT CN 
~EI\CRICK, CARLANI\A L. 
r.EI\CRIX, MARY LEE 
t<ENRY, hAPPY 
t<E~SON, MRS. AILE~E ~ . 
... ERBSTER, FRANCES S 
~ERfoiAN, HOhAKC V. 
... ERRON, MARGIE E 
hEThERII\GTON, foiARY L 
~EuFE, PATkiCIA ~. 
11ILL, JCHN S 
HILL, PEI,;GY D. 
HilEr FRANK S. 
H.k MARTHA B. 
~oetiKA,GEORGE LE E 
~CLCERFIELG , LINCA H. 
hCLLANC, ALLEEI\E 
HCLLER, SUZANNE E 
HOLLEY, wiLLIE ESTHEI-\ 
~ClSINGER, REBECC A ANN 
11GCO, KATE W. 
~OTCHKISS, DEBCRAh 
~UERIGHT, NANCY fol. 
HUCKS 1 HRBERT, JR . 
hUFf, MARGARET (J Gl 
~UFF, RGSE MARIE 
* HALTIWANGER , ANNA A. 
-4-
P . ( . 8LA 275 
RCL TE 3 , BCX 356 
RCLTE 1, BOX 2 
~C5 EBE~EZE~ A~E~LE 
3CC CGLLEGE ST 
LEAR~ING RESOURCE CE~TER 




P C BOX 305 
P. L. tWX 1084 
205 1 ~A SH INGT ON RC AO 
C~C~SkGADS APT 1715 
68 ROLND PC~D RD . 
351~ wiU1CT AVE. 
4 ~CRTH FOLKSHIRE CCU RT 
lil, BGX 107-A 
181C-a hEA THtR S'LARE 
137 LANDER ST . 
2S l7 ULMER RO AD 
llC HARPER ST . 
3C4 FLuRE~CE STREET 
£ FINLEY EAST 
411 ELDOR ADO CT 
82& RUTLEDGE ST . 
6C1 BRC\o\N AVE~UE 
5CC CHEST~lT 
P.L. BG.X 57 
1437 THCR DRIVE 
3CS2 LAKELAI\D DRI ~E 
CCR~~AlLIS DRI VE 
lCS PINE HAVEN 
757 PALMETTC STRE ET 
2 1 0~ HERTFURD DR I~E 
8 D PELHAI~ ROAC 
514 IiUS DRIVE 
RCUTE 2, BOX 131 
3E1S TR E~HC L~ RD. 
414 CASHUA ST • 
4C2 PINE dARK RGAC 
RCL TE 1 
SE~ AT E PL AZA, APT. 6-C 
l84C SOMERSE T CI RCLE 
RCLTE 1 BOX 79 
1S2~ OLD ~ECK RL AC 
P.L. aox 2247 
5814 CORLEY STREET 
BC.ll 37 <t 
42C lA FA YETTE CIRCLE 
53b SHAOG\o\BROOK CRIVE 
5C 1 NO TTINGH AM RD . 
84C- A l UCAS ST 
1C6 CHUI<CH SlREt T 
£121 MORNINGLu LA~E 
PO BO X 405 
12C5 FAIRVlEiol DRIVE 
P.C. BOX 454 
sex 5L 93 
111 DANTZLER AVE~L E 
KT 3, se x 409 
6oO LABRUCE LANE 
BLU FFTCI\, SC 
.JlH~ Is 1 SLAI\0 I sc 
PLA~T tRS~ ILLEr SC 
RCCI< HILL, SC 
vREEI\VILLtr SC 
HEEI\V IL lEr SC 
HCRENCE, Sl 
CI<AI\GtBlJilG SC 
SFARTA~BLI<G r SC 
C(LUI'IH l A, SC 
LAMAR, S C 
G llE H V ll L E , SC 
SFAI<.TAI\BLI<Gr SC 
CCU.Jf'I I3 1A SC 
Gf<E HVllLE:, S C 
CCLl.JI'ItiiA , SC 
GI<EEI\VlLLE, SC 
FCRT MCTT E, SC 
kCCK HILL SC 
GllEE ~wCCC, SC 
C CL U ~ B lA, SC 
H(I\EA FATH, SC 
PllKEI\S, SC 
C U: f'IS C ~, SC 
CL LUM BIA, SC 
SF ARTAI\BUI<G, SC 
BE LTC N, SC 
CAMDEN, SC 
DE~ f'IARK, SC 
CC LUM BIA, SC 
RCC I< h iLL, S C 
wlt\1\SBCRC, SC 
LAUI<ENS, SC 
SPARTAI\El.JRG , SC 
CC LUMBIA, SC 
GREE I\VlLLE, S.C. 
FLCRENCE , SC 
BlAIR, SC 
CCLUMIH A, SC 
DARli~GTCI\, SC 









FL GREI\CE, SC 
CCLUMB lA, SC 
CCLUMBIA, S.C. 
RCCI< HILL, SC 
ST. foiATHHS SC 
CCLUMBIA , SC 
PA~LEYS ISlAND SC 
CCLUMBIA, S.C. 
UURENS, SC 
SP ARTAt\ELRG, SC 
CR AI\GEBUI'G, SC 
J CH~S ISLAI\C, S C 
COWMBIA , SC 
~9 s 10 
294 55 
29 44 1 
29 Be 
29 t 01 
2<Jc0 6 






29 30 2 






















29 t: 15 
29 50 1 











29 c a7 






29 58 5 
2920 5 





t-.U LME 1 M I LDkE D 
1-U f\T , ~o.. AVERY 
t-.u S~A , SUSAN ELIZABtTh 
1-L TChl NS , t:lE TT'V S. 
f-lU X, Rt.JGEI< 
IG UUtk, CAROL 
lf\ ~ B I NETT , E. L. 
IVY , ht:LEN A. 
JA CI<.SUN, I"ALLEf\A 
JA CKSCJN, MAI<IE S 
JAC KSLN, PATRICIA ~ . 
J A~ES, ~RS DEN ISE T 
J AI'IES, ~. FR Af\1< 
JA~ IS u~ , ANNIE A. 
JA SEK, ELAiNE I. 
JE f\KlNS, BARB A~A ~ILLIAMS 
JE f\KINS, ITASKI 1-. 
JE f\NINGS, RO BERT C 
JE f\NiNGS, ~lLLIAI" C. 
JE TER, M ~k \J AKET 
JC I-f\SU N, JAMES B. , JP. 
JC f\E , CuRO ThY K. 
JO NES, JOS~P hlf\E NEIL 
JC f\ES, MAkY 
JCR CM 1 I-t LEN L. 
JGRC AN, I RE TTA 
JC SLIN, MADELEINE H 
K~E LER, ANNE w. 
K ~f\TOR, SCOTT L. 
KA PP, RCO~I< T P, JR 
KAUER, ~RMI IA U 
KHAR, 1-ARI< lET 
KAZ, I RENE VIVIAf\ 
KE LLA O, J OHN LALRENCE 
KELLEY, JACQUELYf\ Y. 
KE LLY, Cl~MENTINE A. 
Kl f\G, ANNA DAVIS 
Klf\G 1 LYN~ E M 
Klf\G , M~RGIE 
KIRBY, JuSTICE G L EN~\ 
KL lf\GER, DONALC J. 
KN C~LESr S ANDR~ K. 
KO ~LEWYN , ARIE C. 
KC L8, M~RY ANN R. 
KCSTER , CLAIRE DESMO D 
KRCf\E F~LC, MICPAEL R. 
KRlJG, RUTh A. 
LACKEY ~AURINE h . 
LAFAV E, CARY LJ. 
LAf\CRUM, CAROL'VN B. 
LA NCRUM, JC HN 1-. 
lA f\GE, ELIZABETh ANN 
LA f\GST UN , WilLIAM ( , JR 
LA ~, AILEEN (Llt:l8Yl 
LEF VENOAHL, GECRGlE 1. A. 
LEC f\ARC, MICI-AEL R. 
LE CNARC, VICKI D. 
LE SESNE, ~ R S. AN E D. 
LE ~IS, E. CROSEY 
LE ftiS, MRS. CAThERINE h. 
LIGCN, J EAN C. 
-5-
hA,.,FTGN rliLLS #147 
4C7 BGULE vAR D 
RCL lE 3, BOX 54 
22Cl PLATT SPk lf\ G RG AC 
62C Kli\G AVENUE 
612 CLEMENT AVE., #1 
17 2t CHARLESTC~ H~Y. 
164~ BGCNE HALL CRI'VE 
RCLTE 1 dCX 68 
51G Pli\E STREET 
RCLTE 5 BCX 276A 
P C BGX 279 
214 CAT HER INE ST. 
127~ GOFF N.E . 
331 N. MEAOC~ OR. 
PAL~ETT C PL, APT J-2 
477~ APARTMENT BLvD. 
3CS ~EST CHURCh STREET 
5CCC COLRTNE'V ROAC 
Rl. lr BOX 2bl 
1CC ROCST ROAD 
6E1 LLR RAINE OR. 
111 QUEEN ST. 
P L BGX 244 
5C1C ARCADIA ROAD 
lC77-A ll~ALCREST uRIVE 
PC EOX ~52 
ME CICAL UNlv. GF S.C. 
343 S BCUND~RY AvE #4 
48CC DEVEREAUX RCAD 
1 01~ ~HEELER DRI VE 
1CC~ EDGE~OCO OR 
L3C1 BREvARD RD. 
SHCRECREST DR ivE, APT.11 
R C L TE 1, 80 X 2 0 
1C2~ PRINCE STREET 
2E3~ SHEFFIELD RD. 
13C~ GILMCRE RCAD 
PC e X 31 
1<;1<; BROOK OR. 
lC<; CARTER STREET 
J.C7-D ARLINGTUN AvEf\LE 
NE~~ERRY COLLEGE 
P.C. dOX 847 
2C5 Bk OAD STR ET 
920 ~ALTERS LA~E 
1!6A COLLEGE HGTS. BLvD. 
156 Tw C ~CTCH RD . 
1412 HAYNS~ORTh RCAC 
1L O MAXTON STREET 
BCX 1146c:l 
1E2S SENATE ST. 
l2G GAl\ DRIVE 
613~ POPLARRIUGE RO 
MAl~ PO BOX 1544 
1£ 3 7 ~lSTERIA ROAD 
RT . 5 - BCX 1 7 
BCX 464 
P.C. BOX 11716 
1CCE 5TH AVEN U 
321 SPRI G~COD RD. 
LCLulo' lA, SC. 
Af\ DERS Cf\, SC 
LEXlf\Gll"' SC 
wlST CCLLio'ElA , SC 
FLLREf\Cf:, SC 
CI-AI<L CTTE, f\C 
~>.EST CLLLI"BU, S.C. 
CI-ARLESTCf\ SC 
kCwESVILLE SC 
CAl' DEl\ , S C 
MCI\CKS CCRI\ER , SC 
DARllf\GTCf\, S C 
Uf\lCf\ , SC 
LRAf\Gt:BUI<G, SC 
I<IAf\f\lNG, SC 
CR Af\GEBURG, SC 
NC.. CHARLESTCN , SC 
tHSI-CPvlLLE SC 
CCLlJMB IA, SC 
Uf\ICI'<.r SC 
HC PKit-.S, SC 
f\. AUGuSTA, SC 
C1'1 ARL ESTCf\ , SC 
OI<Af\GEBURG, S C 
CCLU~BIA, SC 
CCLUMtil A SC 
HARDEEvILLE SC 








G ECRGETO/\ , SC 








CI-ARLESTO,, S C 
C CLUMt:liA, SC 
Cl EfiiSCf\r SC 
AIKEf\, SC 
CCLUMBIA, S.C. 
SPAR TAf\EuR G, SC 
CCLUMBIA, SC 
CCLU I<IBlAr SC 
DARLINGTCN , S C 
C CLUMBlA, SC 
uRAf\GEBURG SC 
ChARLESTCf\, SC 
GREER , SC 
MA/\1\ING, SC 
CCLUMBIA, SC 
































































LI~COVt, CAVIL ALA~ 
LI~CtR, SA~AH CLAkK 
Ll ~ E, FAITH AN 1\ 
' LI~EBtRGER MEMCRlAL LI~RAKY 
lli\TCN, krEECCA AI\N 
LLCYC, LT.CO. ~AR~E~ F. 
LU~G, CAROLYN 
LCCt\EY, NA,...CY S 
LUCAS, LI~OA SLE 
LYCN, CAVIL) A., IV 
"'ACK, BETTY G. 
MAhHHY, JE,..NIE d. 
MAl\,..., FRAI\KLIN l 
MAI\~ING, ~ELLI I\GT C~ M 
~AI\SCN, MRS CA~IC F 
to'APCUM,LUUISE 
MARICN, ~ILLIA"' L. C. 
MARSHALL, CHARLG TTE 
MARShALL, MIS5 MANSCN V. 
MARTIN, HAINE 
MARTIN, MRS. BETTY 
MARTIN, MRS. SALLEY u. 
MARTIN, NEAL A. 
MARTIN, RACHEL S. 
MARTI,.., ROSETTA 
MARTIN, WILMA 
MAHR, THELMA R 
~AZUR, MARJORIE A 
MCCALL, WILLIA"' REAVES 
~CCCRO, MARY G. 
MCCORD, SUSAN 
MCCAVID, LUCY ELIZABETh 
MCIVER, CAROLE R 
MCIVER, MINNA t-
~CKAY, JULIUS~., JR. 
MCKEOWN, SUSIE N. 
MCLEOD, HAROLD 
MC~AHAN 1 JENNIE J 
~("'ASTER, SARAt- C. 
to'C~INCH, FR\NCES ANNE 
MCCUILLAN, DAVID C. 
MEANS, FRANCES C. 
HLSCN, SUSAN C. 
MESERVEY, ROSE~A RIE N. 
MESSINtu, A"'THC"' Y 
to'ICCLETCN, ANNE K. 
MICCLETGN, BER"ICE B. 
MIKELL , JESSIE 
~ILES, CCNALC C 
MILLER, ANN 
MILLER, KEITH A. 
lo'ILLS, ROBIN K. 
MilliN, LAURANCt R. 
MOeLEY, BUFURO 
MGGCY, EltANGR 
MOGRE, Ct-ARLIE L , JR 
MOCRE, EMILY ELAINE 
~CCHR, JAMES F. 
MORGAN, LINDA ELLEN 
* MARCIL, THOMAS 
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A.J. EAST~uCD LIBRARY 
1~C~ GVERH ILL RCAC 
2107 ALlA"'S GROVE 
1C5-A ~COCLAt\D CIRCL E 
4201 "'GRTh MAl~ STREET 
CCLLEGE OF CH A R lt S TC~ 
112 TIMoERLAKE OR . 
1C6 "'· EMILY DR . 
17C 7 FGRE ST OR 
2EO ~OODMERE APTS . 
1C77 MEADC~LARK OR. 
416 CXFCRU ~CAD 
171C DOMINICK AVE. 
P .C. BOX 1655 
P.C. BOX 5445 
PRC \1 iJENC E RC 
RGL TE 1, BOX 277 
l3t lo\EST ENC 
313C KERSHA~ STREET 
2C6ft PARK A~E~UE 
1C2 COLEMAN STREE T 
46 CCVE,..TRY LANE 
3CCS LARKSPuR RD. 
3CC~ w. LARKSPuR RD . 
FuR~A~ LNIV. liBRARY 
3 E3 HOFF A IJHUE 
BCX 2J1 
1C5C RIDGE !<DAD 
H51 FOR"10SA OR . 
P C BOX 788 
13~ SHEFFIELD RD. 
18CC SE~ATE STREET 
RCUTE 3, BCX 4!> 7 
~l~lHROP COL LE GE LIBRARY 
3C6C BRANDG~ loiGODS RCAC 
PG CRA .... ER 7156 
S65 CHERRY RD. 
922 RuSSELL STREE T 
5C6 N. PARLfR AVE. 
RCL TE 1, SOX 2 74-C 
314 E. tAMBRIDGE AVE . 
MA P LIBRARY - USC 
1S2S E. SANDHURS T 
1SlS CluB I<OAD 
RCL TE 3 BOX 680 
3CC COLLEGE STREET 
P.G. BOX 11469 
BOX 1868 
13S~ SIFL~ RD., N. E. 
22C MIDI\AY DR . 
DAk ll~GTU"' COUNT~ LIBRARY 
RCLlE 1, BOX 20 7 
u.S . C. LA" LIBRARY 
118 HilLCREST AVE 
3C 71 HU~T IN G T CN DR . 
5C1~ POPLAR 
1 CC~ NORTt- MA I N STRE ET 
ROLlE 2 
P.C . BOX 1225 
2C7 BEECH~UCD DR IV E 
USC, THOMAS COOPER LIBRARY 
G AF F~E ~, s.<. . 
CCLU"'t3 1A, SC 
CC Luto'B IA, SC 
EftSU:Y SC 
C<.Luto/ 13 1 A SC 
Ct-AIHESlC~ , S C 
FlCRE~CE, S.C. 
LAKE CITY , S.C. 
CAMCH , S C 
CCL UI'IB lA, SC 
RCC I< Hlllr S.C. 
LA DSC ~, SC 
"EwBERf<Y , SC 
SFARTANEI..R( , SC 
:iFARTAt\ELR( , SC 
LAMAR, S C 
~Ali-ALLA, SC 
Ct-ESTER, SC 
CCLU,.,BIA , SC 
HARTSVILLE, SC 
LAUR ENS, S C 
GREEt-.V ILLE, SC 
FLORENCE, SC 
FLCRHCE, SC 
GREE I\VllLE:, SC 
L.t-ARLESTCtl , SC 
~LRRELL'S l~LET, SC 
RLCI< HILL SC 
CCLU~B lA, SC 
HIIRT SV ILLE, S C 
GREH ioiLCC, SC 
CCLUMBU, S.C. 
PELlER, SC 
~CCI< Hill SC 
FL CRE ~CE, SC 
C.CLUMBIA , SC 
RCC.I< HILL, SC 
GRA ~ GESlJRG SC 
ST. GE CR GE , SC 
wi,..~SBCRC, SC 
GRE ENWCCO, SC 
C. CLUMBIA, SC 
FLLRHCE, SC 
Ct-ARLOTT E , NC 
llJGCFF SC 
G~EEI\V ILLE, SC 
<..lLU~BlA, SC 
CPANGEBURG , SC 
O I<A~GEBIJRG, SC 
SPART A~Sl..RC, SC 
CARU"GTCI\, SC 
Ul\lCN , SC 
CCLUMB IA, S.C. 
RCC I< HILL, SC 
SP ARTA~BLRG, SC 
A~OR E wS, SC 
St.I'ITER, S C 
STARt<, SC 
SPARTA"Bl..RG , SC 
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I" CI< GM· .. , MM<Y L. 
MOLS SAT OS, MARTHA ANN T 
I" GYE R, SJSAN LY ~ 
·fo'ul llGAf'.., tlllb!3ETh A. 
MU~C Y 1 ,"1AkY ALICE 
MU~~ , KENNETH ~AY 
foll..R lt-A, THELt~A E. 
"'YEkS , CL AU DIA M. 
~ A~C E, OONNA JEA~ 
NEECh AM, GEUKGE ~ 
NELSCN, CAKOL fol. 
~ ELSCN , ~ ANCY ~A~IE 
t-. uE, A. t>. 
~NO LTE , ALICE 1. 
~ r-.O ~TON, SAkAH IJ. 
CLSEN , CAVID LCuiS 
C ~L EY, BETTY Q. 
G St ALDISTU~, DIA~A M 
CTT EN, JAM ES T. 
C II I~ G S , M Ak Y A • 
PALfo'ER , ETI- EL RUTI-
PAL foiETT C Cl:NTH 
P A~H AM, JU CITH S. 
PAT TERS GN , ANN Elll At>ETI-
PALL , PAULA F. 
PAL TZ, MARTIN R. 
PAY NTEK, CAVID"' 
PEA GLEk, FRANCES LtE 
PEbR SUN, DR . LEN~ART 
PEAR SON, LOUISE C. 
PERR Y, EEATRICE 
PH LLI PS, JANIE 
P~IL LIPS, JERRY LEROY 
PH ILLIPS, JULibN~E 
PIER CE, YVETTE 1-. 
PIE RS ON JACOUELI~E 
PI TZER, J CI-N DILL~ORTH 
PI TZER, LAURA fLEMINu 
PU YER, NELL 
Pl 't'LEf<, DORIS E. 
PCR CHIA, RUH11E 
PRE SSEAU, JANE T. 
PR IH, STE PhEN 
PR ITChETT, JOH~ C. 
PUG ~ 1 ELIZABETH L. 
RAee , A. B . 
RA EE:, BERNICE e. 
RA I~ ES, TOM 
RA ~SEY, MRS. TI-ELMA S. 
RA TLIFF, MARY LE .. IS 
RA ftllNSLN, ALFRED 
RA .. LINSON, hELEN ANN 
RE AMES, J. MITCHELL 
RE ASON, MARJORIE C. 
REC fo' OND , JENNIE MCMAHAN 
RECS LUB, MON ETTE E. 
REECER , NANCY F. 
REE P, MRS ALLHE 
REEvES, DRUC ILLA G 
REI MER, MARY STEFFAN 
.. NOLEN, J . FRANK 
, .. NORTHINGTON, ELIZABI?l'H ANN 
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14'1 SHIRLEY ST. APT 10 
3Cl1 HICKCRY ST 
3tC~ VAuCLuSE RUAC 
7C~ TREE TOP LA~E 
l2C 1-t GOtJVlE io. OR 
Rl. 5, tWX 53 
2'i CLEMSON DR. 
k1.4, lj X 414 
526 WOODROW STREET, APT. 1 
24CE ETI~AN AVE., lJ-3 
~JS US HIGH~AY 278 
5103 CC~VERSE DR RT 6 
4t3C dRIERFIELD RCAD 
P C BOX 1146<; 
RCL lE 3, BOX Hl 
lS LANUMARK CRivE C-6 
67(4 LAKE ARCADIA LA~E 
1611 hY~JHAM RD. 
2C5 HILLCREST DRivE 
4CC GREENLA~N RD., ~-2 
P C BGX 424 
PC ecx ?357 
1C3 C~O~~DALE DK IVE 
S43 1/2 MARSHALL ST. 
285E RILEY floE 
226 LAKE FAIRFIELD CRIVE 
661 S MCQUEE~ STREET 
52~ S EDISTO APT C 
PRE~BYTERIAN CLLLEGE Lie. 
P.C. BOX 1668 
NCRTH SC 
734C ~ARKviE~ STREET 
PC eox 246 
230 SUMMERLEA DRivE 
1755 NORwC C LA~E 
1St ~Y~NSUM TRAIL 
lCS HI6HLANO UR. 
lCS hiGHLAND OK. 
RCLTE #3 
3CS BLACK FRIARS ~OAD 
SA~TEE RUN APT #18 
PRE~BYTERIAN CLLLEGE 
SCC SlATE ST. , APT. 259 
4- E CLIFF~CGO TERRACE 
141 5 Su~B~RY LA~E 
4C2 HuDSON STRtl:T 
R 1. 1, BC X 159 
1175 MATHIS FERRY RC~C 
SCS lA NYARD ST. 
122 lEA FARM RD. 
13lt GUIGNARD AVE. 
l3lt GUIGNARD AVE. 
BG X 3851 
468 PI~E: STREET 
511 EAST BRIDGE STREET 
P.l. DRAwER 696 
134 ~. lDLE~OCD CR. 
hARTSVIlLE MEM. LIBRARY 
15CC tiRADLEY 0 IVE 
31C PEBBLE CRE EK 
FLORENCE COONTY LIBRARY 
3151 LAKE FOREST DRIVE , APT 5 
CCLu,..t3IA , S.C . 
131JRTC~ , S C 
AIKE~ SC 
CCLU,..B I~, SC 
LAUREI\S , SC 
H:NECA , SC 
AIKE~, SC 
GI<EE~~CC.C , S.C. 
CC.LUfoiB IA, S. C. 
C ~ARLESH~ , S C 
HILTGN hEAC IS ., SC 
CCI\fiAY SC 
CCLutJBIA, SC 
CCLufoiB U, SC 
P4Al..-ALLA, SC 
CCLUI'Itj lA SC 
CClUfoltjiA, SC 
CCLUtJBlA , S. C. 
U~IC~, SC 
CCLUMEll Ar S.C. 
CCI\~AY , S C 
FLCRE~CE SC 
TAYLGkS SC 
GHEI\1-!CCG , SC 
CI\A~GEBui<G, SC 
u~EEI..V ILLEr SC 
FLLRHCE , SC 
FlCkEI\CE SC 
Cll~TL~, SC 
u~A~GEBU~G , S.C. 
CCLUfo'El lA, SC 
GREH FALLS S<. 
CClutJBI A, S.C. 
FLCH~CE , SC 
LEXII\GTC~ , S. C. 
GfiEENV Ill E. SC 
Gl< ENVIlLE, SC 
BISHP\IllLE SC 
LllUI'It>lA, SC 
~C~CKS CCR~ER SC 
Cll~TC~ SC 
~EST CCLl.. foiBIA, SC 
TAYLCRS, SC 
CCLU I'IfiiA, SC 
Wl~~SBLRC SC 
JE I\Kli\SVILLE, SC 
,..T. PLEASAI\T , SC 
TIM,.,CNSVILLE , SC 
StJM..-ER\Ill LE, SC 
n. CCLUfol,fiA, SC 
~o.. tCLu..-et A, s .c. 
FlCREI\CE, SC 
DAHlli\GTCl\, SC 
ST MATThE~S, S C 
AIKH , SC 
W CCLUMB U, SC 
HARTSVILLE, SC 
CCLUfoi£H At S C 
T A YLCf<S SC 
































































RE TT ~h, DE LIA v. 
Rrl~~hARCT , MR~ ~ A 
RICr, ELIZABtT r B 
R'llHARCS G,'-1 , MARG I E A1 TOI Nt: l TE 
RICGE GAVY- J G S. 
RICGE(L, MkS . F R ~ ~CES H. 
RICGE~AY 1 PATR I C IA M. 
ROfERTS , SU~AN I SAAC S 
~OEEkTSCN , L. KAlrL EEN 
~CEI~S O ~, MRS . LlL I SA S. 
~GCERS , ~~py KLTr 
ROSE LYCIA LE IT ~ER 
ROSE~UkCUGH, VIRG INIA 
ROSS, CLAUGINE S. 
RCLSE, MIChAEL P . 
RUFF, MRS. (rES TER 
RUGHEIMER, V I RC I ~IA 
RUST, ROXY JAN!: 
SAHERS , EMILY 
SAYER,ECITh 
SC~LES, PAT 
SE~MAN, SrEILA L Y ~NE 
SH~h NEETA N . 
SHAI¥, SARAr J . 
SHI~N , ANNET TE r 
ShiRLEY, IRIS C. 
SHLFELOT , PATR ICIA S. 
SHLLER , FRANCES F. 
SHLLER r GINGER R. 
SI~CNS , MAR Y REEVES 
SII'FSON, h E 
SI~CLAIR , MAR Y FRANCES 
SLICER , JEAN 
SMHL S r MAR Y L. 
SM ALLS , OL IV ER B. 
SMITH , BETT Y A ~ NE M. 
SMITH , CR . 01 A~ N A LYN NE 
SMITH, ELLA SU E 
SM Ilh , EMMA C. 
SMllh, JEf-F , Jf' 
SMI TH, JUSE P ~ CN EAL 
SMI TH, MRS . J OrN DAVIS 
SMI TH, ~RS . MILTC N 
SMIT H, SARAH C. 
SMIT H, STE PHE N C. 
SMOAK, LI LA 
SNY CER , TRLJ Y M. 
SGM PAY RAC, hE wiT T 
SO LK UP, J I III DRA 
SO LT h CARO LINA STATE LIBR ARY 
SPARKS , k AY MO NC ~ESLEY 
SPENCE , ELIZAB ETr 
STAfLEk , J. S., JR . 
ST ~LEY , VALER IA r 
STAl l , MR . ED Wft RC h . 
S lft~L EY, E. h., JR. 
S TA ~N AkC , VIRG INIA M. 
STE ACI NG ALM A C. 
STEELE , MRS . JCH N L. 
STE PNEY , REBE CCA M 
STEVENS , LOU IS E ~. 
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RCLT E 9 , CA vi O S C ~ RD . 
25CE D L~CAN STREE T 
1Ct~-C AYLESF ORD PL. 
11 2 CAR RI AGE Hil l APT S. 
12C k. COLUME I A AVE. 
i C4l RAulf'l LANE 
Lf'll\ GF S C AT AIK E ~ 
l 64C CARR IAGE LA ~ E 
41 5 BuU LEVA RD ~ . E . 
&C 1 NEILSC N ST REET 
6C TI MIU.: Ll hAY 
P.C. BCJ< 384 
11 2 ftlLKINS CN AVE., S. E. 
52C HAM PTl N DRIVE 
RCL TE l 
114 B EA LFAI~ STREE T 
23 1 ~ SOLTH LAIIIDER L A ~E 
21< ASHL EY HOU SE 
RCLlE 1 
CAK;C CO APARTMEN TS 4- A 
21~ 4 PA R K~AY DRI VE 
PL ecx 202 
452 7 CL EMS CN AVENLE 
18c HILLSIDE A~E Sw 
RCLlE 3, BOJ< 278 C. S. 
24 RICE ST. 
S BEAC Ch riLL RD. 
l4CC SLMTER ST . 
51S PARKSIDE DR IVE 
P. l. 8U X 407 
137 MURNIN GSI DE OR. 
7llC LOCHLEV EN RC AD 
1813 STATE CO LLE GE 
245 GROV E STREE T 
64 3 BEAVERDAM DR IV E 
lL~ UNIV ERS I TY DRIV E 
BEA LFURT A R~S APT. 8-0 
lCC PELHAM RLJ AD 
2CC ~. MAIN 
MUSC- 171 ASH LEY Av E. 
331 CC~~E CT I C LT A~ E 
RCu TE l 
53 7 PA LME TT O ST. 
7<;3 MA PLE 
llC SAVA GE ST 
17 2 ~ MAP LEhOGD DR. 
BCX 178 
3 71 2 MUSS AV ENUE 
l 5CC SE~AT E ST. BGX 11469 
6S ASHLE Y AVENUE 
2G5 7 SHAD Y LAN E 
RCLTE 1 BOX 239 
BCX 1<J47 
ll SI I{ RI NE OR . 
P.L. BOX U705 
3CC COLLEG E STRE ET 
3C6 ~EDGE ~ OOD OR . 
BOX 125 
1422 HShAY DR 
BLX 54 
GF<EE ~VIL lt r SC 
LYD IA, SC 
CL LUI"B IA SC 
C. ll lJ I" BIA, S C 
CC LUI-I BIA, SC 
BH ES BUIH , SC 
RCCK HILL, SC 
AI KE I\, SC 
CI- A R L ES TC~, SC 
G~ A~ vEeu i' G , SC 
A I KH SC 
G R E E 1\ V lL l E , SC 
ll l~~ S bCRC , SC 
GI' A ~GEBUH , SC 
SPAR TA~ ELI<G , SC 
CI-1ES~EE , SC 
Cr ARLES TU, S.C. 
CrA RLES TCt.., SC 
CI-ARU:STU, SC 
TRAV ELER S REST, S.C. 
GHEN VlLL E, SC 
Ct-ARLES H~ SC 
CC LUI" BIA, S.C. 
CC LUfool BIA, SC 
CC ~CC K C t. C 
CCLUMB IA, SC 
G REE ~VI L L I: , SC 
CCLUMB 1A, SC 
CCLU fo! BIA, SC 
~ C R T H CH ARLESTCI\ SC 
GRE EI\VILL E, SC 
CC LUfo! BIA, SC 
CCL U,..BIA, SC 
CR A~ G E B lJRG, SC 
Cr ARL ESTC"' SC 
FL CREI\CE, SC 
CCt\WAY, SC 
PC RT ~CY AL, SC 
GREEt-- VILLE, SC 
GREER , SC 
CH ARL ES TCt\, SC 
S PARTA~eLr<G, SC 
H CREE , SC 
SPARTAt..B LRG, S.C. 
SFA RTAf'IB URG, SC 
WALTERB G ~ C , SC 
C CLUMB lA, SC 
SCCIETY Hll SC 
CCL UMB l A, SC 
CCLUM e iA, SC 
CrA RLES TCt\ SC 
CCL UMB I A, SC 
Sl p.IAJl HE ~S SC 
CRA" GEBU RG SC 
GREE " Vlll E, SC 
CC LUMB IA, SC 
GRE H V IllE, SC 
GREH V I LLE, SC 
PftMPLIC G, SC 
Cr ARL ES TCf\, S C 
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29 206 
29 G06 
29 73 0 
29 E4:! 9 
294 07 
2911 5 
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ST EVENS, SuSAN 
STE \IENSU~, ChARLES 
S TE~ART, MARShA G. 
STC r-.E, CARL 
STC I\ER, MARY LCU 
STLRK ,LENLfi.A P. 
STCUDE~ IRt, ROCCEY A 
STCVER, MRS. RLB~E ~. 
STR AUCH, KATlt\A 
STUART, FRANCE~ C 
SUKCV ICt-, JOHN E 
SLLL IVAr-., HAROLD V. 
SU ~MERS, r WILLIA~ 
SUM TER, BER THA M. 
SUPetR , MtllSSA ~. 
ShAf\K , MRS. RLTh h. 
SWCFE, PAULA J. 
TAI< LT ON , MARY~ 
TARL TON , ShiRLEY ~. 
TAYLCR , tL IZABETr DAVIS 
TAYLOR , TuC KER N. 
TEkRY , ANN SCC lT 
THE~ING , JANE 1 
THO-lA S, LA UR A 11. 
THC MAS, LOU C 
THC MASuN, ~EORGI A a. 
THC ~AS SCN , CAR~Ef\ S. 
ThCM PS Ot\ , MRS. MARGUERITE 
THC tiPSON, RO NELLE K.H. 
THC tiPSON , SADIE B 
THCRN TON , ANN 1<. 
TIM EERLAKE, MARY 
TltiE ERLAKE, ~RS. ~. M. 
TCCCR pJAC QUE Lif\E 
TOLAR , CCNIIIA ~. L. 
TO LL, MARY B. 
TOCME S,KENNETh E. 
TC~NSENC, CATrERINE M. 
TR AINOR, CONNA JEAN 
TR AuTMAN, CORO ThY h. 
TR AY~dCK, T&,OMAS 
TR IBER, ~EVERLY fiNL AYSLN 
TRIPP, EDidNA 
TRU ESDALE, MRS. BETTY B. 
TUCKER, ROdERT C. 
TuRBEVILLE, MARJCRIE r. 
TY LER, CAROL YN S. 
TY LER, rARIUETT EC1 NETT 
UN IVERSITY OF SOLTH CAROLI A 
~LSC SUMTER LIBRARY 
\I ALGHT, MRS ANI\E 
VIKC R, CESIDER L. 
\111\C ENT, rU GH E, JR 
VCH L, MARI ON L. 
WA LKER, ESTELLENE P. 
~ ALKER, LILLIE S. 
~A LKER, NANCY 
IIIALSH 1 LEA 
WAL TERS, PAULA L 
~ALTON, HOMER, JR. 
IIIARI\ER, GENEVA 
VAN HOOK, NELL T. 
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6514 aRYANT ST., APT. 2 
12~ EAST EARLE STR EET 
425-B N StllTH STREET 
4C7 S. ~AI\NII\G ST. 
RCLTE l - BOX 82 
3113 LCNGL EAF RD . 
l3 ABdOTT CIRCLE 
BCX 471 
CIHDEL STATION 
3546 GReENLEAF RO 
RCL TE 2., BOX 18 7 
12.1 5 bRlAR~UOD DRIVE 
l.C25 ELM A\IEI\UE 
32 2 SGLTH CHLRCH ST. 
17C7 "ILLC~ CREEK DR. 
3C3 BELTLINt BL VD. 
JCC2 HEYwARC STREET 
4C4 ~ GLEI\OALE D~ 
74Ct wi~QYkLSH RO 
36C GROVE STREET 
RCLTE 4, BOX 63 
PC eox J.0032 
6C2 S PROSPECT ST 
PO BOX 38 
2CZ MtADC~ DRl\IE 
4CS S. BR AD ST. 
131£ RUSSELL STREET 
RCLlE 2 dOX 1000 APT 8-8 
BCX 370 - LSC LAI\CASTER 
815 SOLTH MAIN STREET 
115 HARRY C RAYSCR O~IVE 
CLE~SCI\ DC~NS APT. 8- 104 
3C6 CHU CH STREET 
RT. 10, 420 SHAMRCCK Ok. 
RGL TE: 4 BOX 630 
BCX 11469 
THC~AS COCPER LIBRARY 
f< T. 2, BOX 7 2 
364£ LYt\NROGO DRivE 
€C3 66TH AvE. ~., #9 
MAG~CLIA LANE FARMS 
2C lt DALLCZ ROAD 
312 S. MAIN ST. 
327 N. LEE ST. 
117 BROUGHTCN DR. 
1C4 ~OC D LAND STREET 
11CC EASTMINSTER DR. 
PC. eox ld4 
SERIALS DEPARTMENT 
~ILLER ROAD 
Rl 2, BtJX 406 
124 ~OODBLRN PLACE 
2623 1/2 SOLTH MAl ST. 
624 REBE LLICt\ RCAD 




RAFfi ELD AR~S APT 61 
15Cl HAG OOD 
P.C. BCX 992 
_500 5 MCQUEEN STREET 
f'IYfH LE !:l Cr, SC 
GPEE NVlLLE, SC 
fo'Llllt\S SC 
Af\ OERS L~, S C 
F uU f\1 A 1 N I f\ 1\ , S C 
CCLUf'lt:HA, SC 
WHhALLA, SC 
BLACKSSUfiG , SC 
C~ARLES TUn SC 
CGLU~tH/1 , S C 
1\EI!fl:lERRY, SC 




COLUMBI A, SC 
CO Luf'IBIA, SC 
FLCREI\CE, S C 
MATTI-E:IIS, 1\C 
C.,AR LES l(foj SC 
f\EWBERRY, SC 
ROC I!. HIlL SC 
COLUMBIA, S C 
RIIGEWAY, SC 
LAI\CASTER SC 
Cll f\TCI\, SC 
CRAfiGEBUPG , SC 
UR A,.,GEBUI<GSC 
LANCASTER, SC 
SUM~ERVILLE , S.C. 





CCLUMBIAr · S C 
COLU~BIA , S.C. 
1\INETY SIX, SC 
MARTINEZ GA 
MYRTLE BEACH SC 
CCPE SC 
CCLUMB lA, SC 
Slf'IPSC~\IIL LE, SC 
tH5rCP\IILLE, SC 
GHEfiV ILLE, SC 
CCI\~AY SC 
CCLUMBIA, SC 
A I KEf\, SC 
CCLUMBIA, S.C. 
SLMTER SC 
bALLI\/ Af\TS FE~RY, S. C. 




GRAI\GEBURG , SC 




































































~A~~EN, C~ARLES CAviO 
~ARRtN, MCLLIE M. 
~ATERS, JCh~ KE~~ETh 
~EftvER, M~S. CLYCF. 
~tEKS, rARklET K. 
~Eli:!CI<N, EVELYt'-
~hlTE, EDI'-l.A C. 
lolhiTE, JERuNELL 
~hlTE, ~RS . BURT 
~HITE, PAGE B. 
~HlTE, SYLVIA CA~KI/IiS 
~hlTMURE, MRS LGL 
~hlTioiOkTH, tLIZAI:!ETh Y. 
~ILKINSCN, ~IS~ SARA CAThER I~ E 
~llllA :'1S, BETT'r 
~llLlAMS, CLYDE I. 
~IlLIAMS, hELE~ ~. 
lolllliAMS, kOBERT v. 
~ILLIAMSUN, JUSEFrlNE B. 
~~~eERRY, CARULY~ J. 
~~~STEAC, MRS. OCRCTHY B. 
lollS[, M. CARUL't'N 
~~T~IN~TOI'-l,MARIA~ h. 
r.OCCSGN, ZELDA 
~CLTTGN, MS. NCRRIS 
~RIGhT, J.Af\f: E. 
~RIGHT, MRS DORIS B 
~RIGhT, R. F. 
wRIGHT, SHIRLE'r A. 
~UNSh, STtPhANIE 
•YLIE, IDA ENTREKlf\ 
YO~CE, BAR8AKA 
YGRK CCuNTY l!ERARY 
YGL.~G, HLEN 
YU, AMANDA H. 
lACrERT, MARThA JANE 
ZUPPA,TrEODURE C 
-l0-
l4CC SLM TE R STPEtT 
221!: DART STREET 
23~ TE~f\YSCN D~IVE 
kCLTE 1, BCX 4 38 
RT. 6, BGX 108 
kCLl( 2 
3CCE Al~TREE DRIVE 
Pl CRAftER F-8000 
Pl~E'II1Eil LAKES 
2l6C MONTCLAIR OR AFT 39 
P.C . BO.X 3JU3 
P.l. BGX 25 
4441 iii~THRCP AVE~UE 
lCC7 S. MAl~ ST. 
lOE AI'>~DERSC./14 DR 
l3l4 BRCAD ST . 
olt MEAOC ii BROOK LANE 
CCLLELE OF lluRARIA~ShlP 
134 CA~TERBuR Y RG AD 
1!7 ILA LANE 
47Cl CA~ E lll.A 0~. 
RCL TE 1 sex 1<t~o 
EDGE~uGD AR~S AP TS. N~ 
11CS PRINCE STREE T 
F.C. 8GX 4 
BCX 1183 
PL EOX 543 
ecx 248 
7C3 t. 3 ST. N. 4-C 
lCCE FIFTH A'IIEI'-luE 
121 RI:EOY S T 
27 rE~DtHSCN AVt. 
P.C. BUX 10032 
lCC RIVER BEND , AFT J-39 
43 CEUAR '1/ILLAS C~IVE 
5C4 CHATHAM AV EN LE 
~6(~ n. A~DOVER RD. 
### 
CCLuii Bl.A, SC 








kOO hiLL, SC 
COLU~OI.A, SC 
EC lSTC ISlfti\C, SC 
CC LUIIBlft, SC 
GflE E~hCCC, SC 
GI<EEI\hC.CC, S C 
CAI"CE~, SC 
ROC K Hlll, SC 
CGLLJfoiiHA, SC 
SFAI<TA~ELRG, SC 
CCLUIIB lA, SC 




Ct-ESTHF IELO, ~C 
BI<EVARC, H 
RCEBU CK, SC 
FCU~TAI~ 1~1\, SC 
SU I"IIER'IIILLE, SC. 
CO I\wAY SC 
CHSTER, S.C. 
GREE ~V ILLE, SC 
HeCK HILL, SC 
~tST CCLU~El.A SC 
RCCK HILL, S.C. 
CCLUMBIA, S.C. 
FLCREt-.CE, SC 
29 ~0 1 
29 ~ 04 
29 C7 2 
29 356 








29 20 6 






















29 20 5 
29 50 1 
An addendum to this list will be published at year end, 1982. Names of members joining after May )1, 1982, 
will be included in the addendum. 
